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Who are we?
Holland International Distribution Council (NDL/HIDC):
Private non profit organization
representing 300 members.
Founded by the Dutch logistics
industry in 1987

Mission:

Ports

Logistics Service Providers

Facilitators

Regions

To promote the Netherlands abroad as
the "Gateway to Europe" with the
objective to attract economic activities
for the logistics sector
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How can we help?

Our Services
•

Advisory role on European supply chain (logistical design, financial structure)

•

(Logistics) partner selection

•

‘Fact Finding Trip’ in the Netherlands

•

Assistance in every step – now and in the future

•

In close cooperation with Netherlands Foreign Investment Agency (NFIA)

Our services are confidential and free of charge
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Logistics in Holland

1.

Long history in international trade
Amsterdam Schiphol Airport

2.

3.

Well-developed logistics sector:
a) € 62 billion (10.4% of total GDP)
b) 822,000 jobs (9.4% of total)
c) Top ranking in supply chain
benchmarks
Natural gateway to Europe

Port of Rotterdam

Port of Antwerp

GERMANY

Brussels Airport
UPS Air Hub
BELGIUM
TNT / FedEx Air Hub
Main logistics hot spots
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Where are products entering the EU?
•

Germany is the leading importer from
outside the E.U., driven by large
domestic market (e.g. automotive)

•

U.K. and the Netherlands follow at
approx. 284 and 240 billion Euros in
2016

•

•

Value of imports from outside the EU (billion Euros), 2016

284

Imports for the Netherlands are largely
for European markets; 80% of NL
exports are destined to the EU
Import value per capita in the
Netherlands (€14,000) is almost four
times higher than in the U.K. and
Germany

241 320
122
159

144
107
Source: Eurostat 2017
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The Netherlands is one of the larger importers of timber and timber products
and functions as a trading hub for the rest of Europe

Imported by the Netherlands (2016)
€3.7 billion

Imported in Europe (2016)
€60.7 billion
• The Netherlands is the number 4 importer of timber
and timber products in Europe
(€3.7 billion in 2016)
• Approximately 50% of the timber imported by the
Netherlands is exported again
(€1.5 billion in 2016)
• Over 95% of the timber exported by the Netherlands
is destined for the European hinterland

• The Netherlands is a true trading hub and can be
used as an entry point for accessing other European
countries.

Source: ITC Trademap, 2017
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The Port of Rotterdam as a gateway to the European timber and
timber products market
Why the Port of Rotterdam?
•
•
•

Most European destinations are accessible within 24 hours thanks to the intelligent network of hinterland connections: rail transport,
road transport and inland shipping.
Vessels transporting forest products can access the port 7 days a week, 24 hours a day.
Europe’s largest container port offers excellent options for transporting paper, pulp, packaging materials and wood products
in containers.

Terminals specialized in the processing of forest products
•
•
•

Rhenus Logistics Deep Sea Terminal
SCA Logistics (part of SCA Forest Products)
Westerstuw (part of Beyleveld Timber)

LSPs specialized in the processing of forest products
•
•
•

Source: Port of Rotterdam

Kuehne + Nagel
UW Logistics
Members of VVNH (Dutch importers of timber and timber products)
do often carry stock themselves
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There are also other parties involved in the trade of timber and
timber products in the Netherlands

• The VVNH is the Dutch Association for timber
trade

VVNH

Netherlands Timber Trade Association
260 members

• The members of VVNH are Dutch importers of
timber and timber products

The NTTA accounts for 60-70% of the total
import of the Netherlands

• The VVNH has an informative and sometimes
mediating function when it comes to customs
regulations and implementation towards its
members

Source: VVNH and NATA
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Import tariffs in the EU

Import tariffs are collected and agreed upon by the European Union as a whole. All European Union
Member States apply the same common customs tariff (CCT). Malaysia is defined as a MFN in this
list

Source: European Commission TARIC database

Source: CBI Ministry of Foreign Affairs
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What requirements should timber products comply with
to be allowed on the European market?
Dual Certification

Niche

In addition to FSC, extra attention is paid to the social conditions in the producing areas

Eco Label
Eco-labels also focus on other aspects of the products: processing, packaging and the use of chemicals.

ISO 14001

Corporate Responsibility
Importing companies often also need to address other issues than the origin of wood.

PEFC: Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification

Sustainable
forest
mgmt.

Additional

ISO 14001 onsiders multiple aspects of your business procurement , so that it reduces its impact on the environment

FSC: Forest Stewardship Council
The most widely used scheme for certification of tropical timber forests.

Packaging
International Standards for Phytosanitary Measures 15 (ISPM) packaging

REACH: The European ‘Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals
Prevents certain chemicals in timber

Must

CITES: Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
In case you are supplying endangered timber species you will only be able to harvest and export them if they are on the CITES list

CE Conformité Européenne
Marking for timber products used in construction. This marking shows that the products comply with harmonized requirements regarding
mechanical resistance, stability, fire safety, hygiene, health and the environment.

General Product Safety
The obligation of complying will firstly be the responsibility of the European company that places the finished product on the market.

EUTR: European Union Timber Regulation
Controlling the legal origin of Timber

Source: CBI Ministry of Foreign Affairs
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Going direct to serve your future clients

Indirect supply chain model
 Typical sales terms: EXW, FOB, CIF
 Customer takes care of (all) logistics
 Distributors may take margins and control of
product

Direct supply chain model

Typical sales terms: DAP, DDP

Your company takes care of (all) logistics

Manufacturer offers higher service levels and takes
control
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The supply chain solution life cycle
Supply chain
solution

Focus on fast
market entry

Focus on brand
awareness and
improved margins

Outsourced
Market entry
phase

Growth phase

Focus on break
through supply
chain solutions

Focus on
cost efficiencies

Owned
Efficiency phase

Break through
phase

HIDC can help with advice on which model to use and
why.

Time

Source: HBR
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Value added logistics/services

•

The European logistics industry
offers the full range of value
added logistics/ services
It allows focus on core
competencies, such as design,
manufacturing and/or sales &
marketing

High

Customer
Service
Customs

Fiscal
representation

Invoicing

Tracking &
Tracing

Added value

•

Value added logistics and services offered by the
European logistics industry (sample)

Assembly
Quality
Control

Configuration Customization

Packing
Deconsolidation

Low

Repair

Storage

Inbound

Labelling

Reverse
logistics

Outbound
Goods flow

Value Added Logistics

Value Added Services
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Holland, your logistics gateway to Europe

1. Major European entry point for overseas
products
2. Central location within the European consumer
market
3. Excellent connectivity to Europe and all
continents
4. World class fiscal and business environment
5. Value added logistics for all industry sectors
6. High quality and competitive costs
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The Blue Banana

244 Million Consumers
The Blue Banana holds an
economically advantageous
position through its population
density and its infrastructure.

Source: Earthmapper
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Why The Netherlands as location?

In the heart of the European market
20

Short lead times to European markets
 Most European countries can be reached within
one to three days with regular road transport

3-5

Delivery time in days
from the Netherlands
2-4

 This is often used for or replenishment of forward
stock locations or regional DC’s
 Express networks provide opportunities for late
cut-off times and next or same day delivery in
Europe

2-3
2-3
1

 Extreme flexible last mile; therefore a greater
choice in delivery and collection

 Multiple return options

1-2

2-3

1-2
2-4

3-5

2-4

Source: Royal Rotra, 2017
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Multimodal connections

Source: Schiphol Cargo
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Fiscal climate – customs
 The Netherlands: best overall
performer in trade facilitation
(119 countries)

Netherlands

Austria
Germany
Spain

 This is due to the pro-business attitude
of customs
 Meaning a speedy transshipment of
products and a low risk of product being
delayed at ports or DCs

Belgium
France
Switzerland
Italy

Portugal
Ireland

 Netherlands scores 93%; EU average is
62%
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Transparency
Formality
Institutional arrangement and cooperation
Paperless trade facilitation
Cross-border paperless trade

Source: UNESCAP, 2016
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Fiscal climate – VAT deferment

The advantages of the Dutch VAT system:
 VAT deferment at import leads to a considerable cash flow advantage
 Cross-border sales with 0% VAT rate to other businesses within EU
 Be completely VAT compliant without an entity in Europe by using a fiscal representative
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Fiscal climate – bonded warehousing

The advantages of a customs-bonded warehouse:
 Avoidance of double duty payment and postponement of duty payment
 Possibility of storage for an unlimited period of time
 Less customs interference
 Value added logistics in a customs-bonded warehouse and bonded transport (T1)
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Labour force – language skills

German

English

French

 The Netherlands ranks first in terms of
adult English proficiency

72.16

Netherlands
Luxembourg

63.2

Austria

62.13

Germany

61.58

Poland

61.49
60.9

Belgium

60.17

Switzerland

 Additionally, the Dutch speak a variety of
foreign languages (such as German and
French)

Hungary

58.72

Romania

58.14
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Demand of the shippers is changing
New products


Life Sciences



High Tech

New markets


Emerging markets

New supply chain models


E-commerce, omnichannel and returns



Modal shift



OBOR



Brexit
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Dutch supply solutions have adapted

To stay on top:

Supply Chain Innovation

 Competitive investment climate

 Competitive propositions
 Effective promotion and
acquisition
Academia

Logistics
industry

Government

 Cooperation, innovation and
tailormade solutions are key
conditions
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Dutch innovations

HARDWARE

SOFTWARE

ORGWARE
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Take aways
 The Netherlands has always been a logistics hub for Europe

 Many changes and uncertainties in worldwide supply chains

 The Netherlands keeps top position as logistics hub:
 Cooperation with all partners in and around the supply chain
 Innovation to optimize efficiency and effectiveness
 Tailor made solutions for individual shippers
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